
BUSINESS/ADVERTISER’S ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 

 

Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church (“WABC”) has certain requirements as a condition for inclusion in the 

Wheeler Avenue Baptist Church Business Directory (“Directory”). WABC also reserves certain rights 

regarding its relationship with businesses included in or advertising in the Directory (“Business” or 

“Businesses”).  

As Owner or a Representative authorized to submit the Business Information for inclusion in the 

Directory, you acknowledge and agree to accept the conditions, requirements and reservation of rights 

as set out below.  

The Business herein acknowledges and agrees to the following: 

- In all business dealings, adhere to the principles of honesty, integrity and fair dealing that are 
the essence of WABC and the Christian faith; 

- In business dealings and advertisements, obey all laws and regulatory applicable to the business 
and its advertisements; 

- In any proposed Directory advertisement, agree that the content of the advertisement offered 
must be reviewed by WABC and that WABC may require a modification of such advertisement 
or may refuse the advertisement at its sole discretion; 

- In any proposed Directory advertisement, commit to WABC that any advertising offered will not 
violate a third party’s patent, copyright, or trade secret and that the Business holds all rights and 
licenses needed to utilize the content and messages, including permission from individuals 
whose images or photographs appear as a part of the advertisement; 

- Regarding advertisement contents, promise that no advertisement will contain any material that 
is defamatory, slanderous, libelous, obscene, illegal, sexual or pornographic or that pertains to 
gaming or gambling; 
 

- Regarding Directory contents, agree not to use the Directory and/or its participating Businesses 
listed in the Directory for the creation of and/or distribution of any mailing lists, telemarketing 
techniques, mass emails or voicemails or text message; or for any other mass advertising or 
marketing purposes;  
 

-  Regarding business disputes, commit to try to resolve disputes or disagreements in an amicable, 
professional manner; 

The Business herein further acknowledges and agrees as follows: 

- WABC reserves the right, at its sole and absolute discretion, to deny participation in the 

Business Directory to any Business and, at its sole and absolute discretion, to remove any 

Business from the Directory; 

- WABC offers to Businesses the opportunity to participate in its Directory. However, 

notwithstanding any consideration, no property right of any type is given to participants. No 

promise or inducement is offered suggesting that WABC will favor a Directory Business or utilize 

its services. Further, participation in the Directory does not impose an obligation on WABC 



beyond the Business’s participation in the Directory, irrespective or any other consideration paid 

for inclusion in the Directory; 

 

- The Business herein agrees to indemnify and hold harmless WABC, its officers, directors, 

employees, church leadership, committee members and agents from and against any and all 

actions, claims, losses, suits, damages and liabilities, including attorney’s fees and expenses, 

resulting, directly or indirectly, from the participant’s inclusion in the Directory or its 

advertisements or business dealings with the Business’s customers (including purchases of 

products or performance of agreements) or any violation or privacy rights or infringement of 

copyrights or use of content or models related to advertisements. 


